HIGHWAY GRADE CROSSING SIGNAL HOUSE
STENCIL LETTERING ON BOTH SIDES OF HOUSING TO BE VISIBLE FROM ROADWAY AND TRACK.

REPORT EMERGENCY 1-877-723-7244 CROSSING 1256-4,33 MAIN STREET
DEEsi/Nefication SEN

HIGHWAY GRADE CROSSING CASE
STENCIL LETTERING TO BE VISIBLE FROM ROADWAY AND TRACK.

CONTROL POINT SIGNAL HOUSE
STENCIL LEGEND TO BE VISIBLE TO TRAIN TRAVELING IN EITHER DIRECTION.

CP BRISBANE
EMP 6.90
Caltrain

REPORT EMERGENCY 1-877-723-7244 CROSSING 1256-4,33 MAIN STREET
DEEsi/Nefication SEN

REPORT EMERGENCY 1-877-723-7244 CROSSING 1256-4,33 MAIN STREET
DEEsi/Nefication SEN

REPORT EMERGENCY 1-877-723-7244 CROSSING 1256-4,33 MAIN STREET
DEEsi/Nefication SEN

REPORT EMERGENCY 1-877-723-7244 CROSSING 1256-4,33 MAIN STREET
DEEsi/Nefication SEN

NOTES:
1. EACH HIGHWAY GRADE CROSSING SHALL BE EQUIPPED WITH A SIGN IDENTIFYING THE CROSSING BY NAME AND MILEPOST NUMBERED TO THE NEAREST TENTH OF A MILE AND A SIGN WITH AN 800 NUMBER THAT WILL CONNECT THE CALLER TO THE PROPER AUTHORITIES TO STOP TRAFFIC IN CASE OF AN EMERGENCY AT THE CROSSING.

2. FOR HIGHWAY GRADE CROSSING HOUSE / CASE, SEE SD-5117 FOR EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION SIGN DETAILS.

3. FOR CONTROL POINT SIGNAL HOUSE / CASE, LEGEND SHALL BE BLACK LETTERS OF BLACK EIGHTH POINT 200, SUPERIMPOSED ON SIDE OF SIGNAL HOUSE AND AT THE FRONT OF CASE.